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course, equally to the use that should be made
of it.
Where a suitable reader is in use, these will be easy
to follow. But where the reader ignores any of these
conditions, this does not justify a teacher in following-
suit. He is not, for example, obliged to teach his class
a poem which neither he nor they enjoy or understand,
nor need he take with his class passages in the early
readers which in language or matter are foreign to Indian
life. It is his business to pick and choose with judgment
and never to be the slave of his book. A good reader is
invaluable, and even a bad one may be a serviceable
instrument if rightly used.
The question of the use to which the reader should be
put, and the exercises for which it should be a basis
have now to be considered.
Two principles should now be recalled ; one, that in
the middle stage the various branches of language
teaching should centre round the reading matter; the
other, that there is a normal order or succession in the
main types of exercise upon the text.
The Sequence of Teaching
As a general rule, text study, oral practice on the
text, written exercises > constitute three S2tccessive steps
of procedure, or more succinctly—reading, speaking,
writing.
The purpose of the reader is to supply the new
vocabulary, and in so doing, if the reader is wisely
graduated, it saves the teacher most of the trouble which
he would have to take if he began with oral composition.
Besides this, with the reader before him the pupil can
form the triple association of ear, voice and sight,
instead of only the single association of voice and ear.
And he can return to the reading matter for reference
with none of the effort of memory which he has to make'
in oral practice.
The process of reading,  and of learning  to read, is
thus at the same time a process facilitating  oral and
written   exercises.     Once the   pupil  takes  to  the  book,
it  would obviously   waste  time and energy   to   have  oral
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